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Abstract
This extended abstract of [1] presents our investigation of practical algorithms for inconsistency-tolerant query answering over prioritized knowledge bases. We introduce SAT encodings for Pareto- and completion-optimal repairs w.r.t. general priority relations over the knowledge base facts and propose several ways of computing answers under (optimal) repair-based semantics by exploiting different reasoning modes of SAT solvers. Proofs, pseudo-code for algorithms, and details on the experimental evaluation are provided in the appendix of [2].
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1. Querying Inconsistent Prioritized Knowledge Bases

When a knowledge base (KB) consisting of a dataset and a logical theory (be it an ontology or a set of database dependencies) is such that the data is inconsistent with the constraints, a prominent approach is to adopt inconsistency-tolerant semantics in order to extract meaningful information from the contradictory data. In the database setting, such an approach goes by the name of consistent query answering (CQA) and has been extensively studied [3, 4]. A central notion is that of a (subset) repair, defined as a maximal subset of the dataset that satisfies the constraints. Intuitively, repairs represent all different ways of minimally modifying the data to satisfy the constraints. As we do not know which repair corresponds to the true part of the data, the CQA semantics stipulates that a tuple is a query answer if it is an answer w.r.t. every repair. Inconsistency-tolerant semantics have also drawn considerable interest in the setting of ontology-mediated query answering (OMQA) [5, 6, 7]. In addition to the AR semantics (the OMQA analog of the CQA semantics), several other inconsistency-tolerant semantics have been proposed (see [8, 9] for surveys and references), among which: the brave semantics [10], which only requires a tuple to be an answer w.r.t. some repair, provides a natural notion of possible answer, and the IAR semantics [11], which answers queries over the intersection of the repairs, identifies the most reliable answers.
The basic notion of repair can be refined by exploiting preference information. An approach introduced in the database setting [12] and recently explored in the OMQA setting [13] assumes that preferences are given by a binary priority relation between conflicting facts. Three notions of ‘best’ repairs w.r.t. a priority relation were proposed, namely, Pareto-optimal, globally-optimal, and completion-optimal repairs, and can be used in place of subset repairs in any repair-based semantics. In the case where the priority relation is score-structured, that is, induced by assigning scores to facts, the three kinds of optimal repair coincide.

The complexity of answering queries under (optimal) repair-based semantics has been extensively studied in the database and OMQA settings, refer to [4, 8] for an overview and references. We can briefly summarize these (many!) complexity results as follows: query answering under the AR (or CQA) semantics is coNP-hard in data complexity even in the simplest of settings (e.g. key constraints, class disjointness), and adopting optimal repairs in place of subset repairs leads to (co)NP-hardness for the brave and IAR semantics as well. Membership in (co)NP holds for AR, brave, and IAR semantics w.r.t. subset, Pareto-optimal, and completion-optimal repairs in the most commonly considered settings i.e. for database constraints given by primary keys or more generally, functional dependencies (FDs), and for ontologies formulated in data-tractable description logics such as those of the DL-Lite family [14]. Globally-optimal repairs lead to higher complexity and are thus not considered in this paper.

The preceding (co)NP complexity results naturally suggest the interest of employing SAT solvers. Two recent systems, CQAPri [15, 16] – which targets DL-Lite KBs and AR, brave, and IAR semantics, w.r.t. subset repairs as well as optimal repairs for the restricted class of score-structured priority relations – and CAvSAT [17] – which targets relational databases and AR semantics w.r.t. subset repairs – have begun to explore such an approach. While geared to different forms of constraints, the two systems solve essentially the same problem, yet they employ SAT solvers in different ways. This motivates a comprehensive study of the use of SAT-based approaches for inconsistency-tolerant query answering, which abstracts from the particular setting and provides a solid foundation for the future development of such systems.

2. SAT-Based Algorithms

We propose SAT-based algorithms to answer queries under the semantics that fall in the (co)NP complexity class: X-AR, X-brave and X-IAR where X ∈ {S,P,C} indicates the kind of repair: subset, Pareto-optimal, and completion-optimal respectively. They rely on pre-computed conflicts, defined as the minimal inconsistent subsets of the data, and causes for a query potential answer, defined as the minimal consistent subsets of the data that entail the query answer together with the logical theory. While our algorithms can be applied to any KB for which we can compute the conflicts and causes, the overall complexity of the resulting query answering algorithms depends on the cost of computing these inputs. For FO-rewritable ontology languages (like DL-Lite) or databases equipped with denial constraints, the sets of conflicts, candidate answers, and their causes, can be computed in PTIME via database query evaluation, yielding procedures of the expected (co)NP complexity. We focus on the case where conflicts are binary but we discuss how to extend the encodings to the general case. Binary conflicts allow us to define a graph representation of conflicts and priorities: The directed conflict graph has facts as
nodes and an edge from \( \alpha \) to \( \beta \) iff \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are in conflict and \( \alpha \) is not preferred to \( \beta \).

We provide propositional encodings of the X-AR, X-brave, and X-IAR semantics, including the first encodings for Pareto- and completion-optimal repairs. Our encodings are generic and are built in a modular manner from a core set of basic formulas, some of them for which we consider several variants. In particular, we consider two ways of encoding the absence, or contradiction, of a cause for the query, and two ways of encoding Pareto-optimal repair maximality. In the case of score-structured priority relations, since Pareto-optimal and completion-optimal repairs coincide, this gives three possible encodings of maximality. For each semantics, we provide several encodings, that handle either a single potential answer or several answers at the same time. For the X-brave and X-IAR semantics we additionally provide encodings to check whether a given cause is in some or every optimal repair, or if some fact is in all optimal repairs.

Based upon these encodings, we develop several algorithms which utilize different functionalities of modern SAT solvers. An initial preprocessing step serves to (1) handle self-inconsistent facts, and (2) find the answers that have some cause that contains only facts without any outgoing edge in the directed conflict graph, and thus trivially hold in all optimal repairs. It then remains to filter the remaining potential answers. The four first algorithms we propose to do so are generic in the sense that they can be used for all semantics.

- The first one is similar to the algorithm used by CQAPri: For each answer to filter, it checks whether the corresponding SAT encoding is satisfiable.
- The second one is similar to the CAvSAT algorithm: It handles all potential answers together with a weighted MaxSAT instance where soft clauses correspond to answers.
- The third one uses the same multi-answer encoding and relies on minimal unsatisfiable subsets of the soft clauses w.r.t. the hard clauses to filter the answers.
- The fourth one iteratively evaluates the multi-answer encoding, treating the variables corresponding to potential answers as assumptions.

While we may need to consider all causes to decide whether an answer holds under X-AR semantics, in the X-brave or X-IAR case it is sufficient to find a single cause that belongs to some or every optimal repair. We hence propose algorithms specific to these cases.

- The first one checks for each cause whether it belongs to some/every optimal repair using the dedicated encoding.
- The second one is specific to X-IAR. It considers the answers and their causes in turn while maintaining two sets of facts, checking facts individually as it goes: the X-IAR facts that belong to the intersection of the optimal repairs and the non-X-IAR facts.
- The last one is also specific to X-IAR. The difference with the previous one is that for each answer, it uses a weighted MaxSAT solver to decide which facts hold under X-IAR among those that belong to some cause and have not already been checked.

3. Implementation and Experiments

We implemented the proposed algorithms in our orbits\(^1\) system (Optimal Repair-Based Inconsistency-Tolerant Semantics). orbits takes as input two JSON files containing respectively

\(^1\)https://github.com/bourgaux/orbits
the directed conflict graph and the potential answers associated to their causes. The user also specifies a semantics (AR, IAR, or brave), a kind of repair together with the encoding variants to use to encode optimality and contradiction, and the algorithm to use to compute the answers w.r.t. the chosen semantics. The set of answers is output as a JSON file.

We evaluated orbits on three (sets of) KBs. The first is the CQAPri benchmark [18], a synthetic benchmark crafted to evaluate inconsistency-tolerant query answering over DL-Lite KBs, adapted from the LUBM benchmark [19]. The two others, called Food Inspection and Physicians, are real-world datasets built from public open data [20, 21, 22], which have already been used to evaluate data cleaning and consistent query answering systems [23, 17]. They consist of relational databases built from the original csv files, on which typical integrity constraints (keys and FDs) have been added. The size of the conflict graphs we obtain ranges from 2K to 946K facts and 2K to 3M conflicts. We added score-structured and non-score-structured priority relations on these conflict graphs.

Our experimental evaluation aims at assessing (i) the impact of adopting different kinds of repairs, and (ii) the relative performances of alternative procedures for the same semantics. More precisely, we consider the following questions.

- What is the impact in terms of number of answers of adopting optimal repairs rather than standard repairs, or completion-optimal repairs instead of Pareto-optimal repairs when the priority relation is not score-structured?
- How do different kinds of repairs compare in terms of computation time?
- Given a semantics and type of repair, what is the impact in terms of computation times of the choice of: How to encode optimality? How to encode contradictions? The algorithm used to filter the non-trivial answers?

Our most important finding is that the choice of an algorithm and encoding can have a huge impact on the computation time: Changing a single parameter among the algorithm, optimality encoding, and contradiction encoding can result in a significant change (sometimes of several orders of magnitude). The comparison of the possible procedures for each semantics on the different datasets and queries shows that there is not a 'best' method in general. However, we still gain some relevant insights. For example we found that one of the three optimality encodings often performs better while the one based on completion-optimal repairs never significantly outperforms the others. We also found that one of the algorithms specifically tailored for the X-IAR semantics is generally the best one to use with this semantics. Finally, we observe that one variant of the contradiction encoding does not work well with one variant of the optimality encoding in general.

While in some cases our results can be used to single out some approaches as more effective, more often there are no clear winner(s). This suggests that to minimize runtimes, it may make sense to launch multiple algorithms in parallel, and/or devise methods that can help predict which algorithm and encoding will perform best on a given dataset and query, e.g. using machine learning techniques.
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